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Abstract— This paper, describes about prototype of an aerial 

spectrum monitoring system that consists of a ground control 

station and a four-rotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). 

Agriculture is the main source of food for human beings 

living on earth. The farmer's, who works in fields, are facing 

lots of problems due to lack of machinery/ equipment and 

human effort. Our product is Agro-Bot which is light in 

weight, having high payload capacity with high speed and 

stability all these can be controlled in field using different 

control techniques fully automated. The body frame of Agro-

bot is made of glass fiber, whose strength to weight ratio is 

high compared to the conventional materials like steel or 

aluminum. In this project, a dynamic model for a 

multipurpose robot which is made of flexible parts will be 

developed. Drone acts as the main body controlling all works 

in fields providing the tasks which is self-controllable by 

itself. Product can do tasks related to mainly to maize crop 

and it may be further developed accordingly for the 

applications of other crops like paddy, cotton, mango, onions, 

groundnut etc. Can perform tasks related to seeding sowing, 

cultivating, plants spraying, scanning of crops, cutter, pitting 

holes, harvesting, security causes, inspecting crop, soil 

testing, details with specified seeds, fertilizers, pesticides as 

per soil condition suggested from scientists of agriculture .In 

air it works  with all necessary operations of Pitch, Yaw and 

Roll and covers the future applications in different Missions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As per past and present in agricultural sector technically we 

observe that there is no development in technology. Still 

Indian farmers use olden techniques for cultivation and 

harvesting process of crop which leads to low production rate 

with high investment. It's essential planning to have AG-

ROBOT which is very useful for agriculture as well as 

society. AG-ROBOT is designed based on from past to 

present technology in machines, human-labor everything 

takes a lot of Investment, time, effort and also expected 

amount of benefits have been not brought to farmers in field. 

Ease of use AG-ROBOT is especially for Indian farmers in 

all sectors. Our equipment is light in weight, it is of 2 

kilograms, and it can lift up to a payload of 1.5 kilograms and 

it sustains a good time period of battery. It helps a farmer in 

doing work comfortably with good yields. 

 
Figure 1: Schema of AGRO-BOT 

AG-ROBOT is made of glass fiber-reinforced polymer which 

is light in weight; withstand high strength, which is water 

resistant, thermal (heat) resistant, air resistant, and electrical 

also. Cfrps have a long service lifetime when protected from 

the sun. When it is time to decommission cfrps, they cannot 

be melted down like many metals. When free of vinyl (PVC 

or polyvinyl chloride) and other halogenated polymers, cfrps 

can be thermally decomposed via thermal de-polymerization 

in an oxygen-free environment. This can be accomplished in 

a refinery in a one-step process. Capture and reuse of the 

carbon and monomers is then possible. Cfrps can also be 

milled or shredded at low temperature to reclaim the carbon 

fiber; however, this process shortens the fibers dramatically. 

Just as with down cycled paper, the shortened fibers cause the 

recycled material to be weaker than the original material. 

Which are environmental free and economical too. Other 

hardware parts used on ground are made of carbon steel. 

 
Fig. 2: Drone Analysis 

A. Controls   

Overall control is followed by radio transmitter with the 

sticks in processing informatical data as follows 

B. Roll 

Done by pushing the right stick to the left or right. Literally 

rolls the quad copter, which maneuvers the quad copter left 

or right.  
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C. Pitch 

Done by pushing the right stick forwards or backwards. In 

this tilts the quad copter, which maneuvers the quad copter 

forwards or backwards.  

D. Yaw  

Done by pushing the left stick to the left or to the right. It 

rotates the quad copter left or right. Points the front of the 

copter different directions and helps with changing directions 

while flying.  

E. Throttle 

Engaged by pushing the left stick forwards and is disengaged 

by pulling the left stick backwards. This adjusts the altitude, 

or height, of the quad copter. 

F. Equations 

1) reach a vertical speed 

𝐹𝑒 =
m(V − V--0)

4t
+  g 

m: quad mass 

v : actual speed 

v0 : velocity to reach 

t : time to reach v0 

2) Hover 

Fe = 1/4 * (m . g) 

                  g : gravity 

3) Displacement 

𝐹𝑒 =
0.25m(V−Vo)

sin a
 + g 

 

 Where a = tan-1((((v-v0)/t) + g) / ((v-vs)/t2 + g)) 

 v: actual speed 

 v0: vertical velocity to reach 

 vs: speed to reach 

 t: time to reach v0 

 t2: time to reach vs 

 a: angle of tilt 

G. Seeding 

Seeding an initiative process in any type of crop in 

agriculture, this model of drone can start working with any 

type of crop (maize) with small modifications. The overall 

equipment hanged over the down portion of drone with 

proceeding min. 500grams of weight. the total body portion 

will be in air with min.1ft to 4 ft.it considers falling of seeds 

in asequential manner of one by one in a row of horizontal 

and vertical which is pre-programmed using arduino. works 

purely based on mechanical designing without any motors 

and battery usage permanently. 

 
Fig. 3: Seeding System 

II. ANTICIPATED RESULTS/BENEFITS 

No human effort, No extra machinery is used, No extra cost, 

More number of products increased, No heavy machinery is 

required, Reduces the time duration, It is eco-friendly, High 

production rate in agricultural crops, Direct involvement of 

technical scientists in the field. 

III. APPLICATIONS 

It is also helps in growth of some common type of   crops     

like Paddy, Cotton, Ground nut, Onions, Barley, Wheat, and 

Mangoes. Farming in a digitalized modern way, we can 

achieve high production rate. No other machines, equipment, 

effort per labor, reducing his working time. 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

As part of agriculture related works of spraying, scanning 

pictorial view and multipurpose works are carried out on 

requirement basis. 
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